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摘  要 
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It has been thirty years since communicology (communication research) was 
introduced to China in 1978. The study of Traditional culture communication has been 
proceeding in china nowadays. Mr. Lu Xun once said: "China Totally rooted in 
Taoism." Dc. Joseph Li also stated that the Taoist speculation and insight on the nature 
world can be the basis of Science of China. This paper will choose the representative 
work of Taoism Lao-Zi (the book Tao and Teh), absorb the essences from the ancient 
and interpret Chinese culture with modern communication theory at the intersection of 
the ancient Chinese culture and modern communication theory.  
Lao-Zi, Although it has only five thousand simple words, It is abundant with 
communication thoughts. We can view this sentence as Laozi’s compendium 
communication thoughts. ”Rule the state with rectitude, command the army with 
unexpected tricks, and govern the world with inaction.” To some extent, it deeply 
illustrates the motives of the transmitter, the strategies of the transmission and the 
evaluation of the effects. This review not only attached great importance to 
communication ethics, but also aggressively in pursuit of communication freedom, so 
it can be considered as Laozi’s compendium of communication thoughts. Reading 
Lao-Zi in communication perspective, we can understand the deep-thinking 
communication thoughts, experience the profound ancient Chinese culture and enjoy 
the wonderful Chinese communication arts. 
Qualitative research method was main study method in this paper, including 
documentary collections, case studies and analogue research. There are three purposes: 
First, correct the idea of “Laozi object communication”, and understand his 
communication thoughts in new times and new backgrounds. Second, combine the 
loose thoughts in Lao-Zi with a clear line and form a clear knowledge of Laozi 
communication thoughts. Third, interpret traditional culture, enrich Chinese 
communication study and raise Guoxue enthusiasm. 
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